Earl Parsons: Welcome to the last day of the ACCJC Seminar Series. Please remember to select "All panelists and attendees" to participate in our chat.

Earl Parsons: Use the Q&A function to submit any questions you have for our panelists.

Stephanie Droker: We are so excited that you are here - ready to continue these important conversations!

Earl Parsons: For more details from our summit, including video from Day 1, visit the ACCJC website: https://accjc.org/learning-seminar-series/

Alex Rockey: “All people have a right to higher education” Sonya Christian

Sonny Leomiti: Talofa from the American Samoa Community College.

Tahmina Morshed: Greetings from Moreno Valley College!

Lisa Cork: Lisa Cork-San Diego Community College District-Continuing Education

Irena Zugic: Greetings from Santa Monica College

Larissa Favela: Good afternoon from Ohlone College!

Gohar Momjian: Welcome everyone for the grand finale -- so good to have you with us during this learning series!

Thuy Nguyen: Greetings from Foothill College!

Jason Stratton: Greetings from Bakersfield College!

Stephanie Droker: If you have questions for our speakers today, please use the Q and A - also please make sure you click on "all panelists and attendees" when using chat so that we can all be in on the conversation.

Earl Parsons: Between 2002 and 2019, overall enrollment at Arizona State University increased by 116 percent. Degree production increased by 113 percent and 139,500 degrees have been confirmed during the past six academic years. Minority enrollment increased 310 percent to 46.1 percent of the freshman class in fall 2019, and First-generation students have more than tripled.

Amy Leonard: Greetings from De Anza College!

Tabia Lee: and here I thought it was a hat tip to Alvin Toffler all this time ;-) 

Lisa Robles: Hello from the Central Valley! Representing the Foundation for CCC <3

Stephanie Droker: Thank you to Dr. Daisy Gonzales, Deputy Chancellor for the CA Community Colleges and ACCJC Commissioner for being here today!

Stephanie Droker: I also want to thank Dr. Jennifer Vega La Serna, VP of Academic Affairs and ACCJC Commissioner for her participation today!
Earl Parsons: First Wave - colonial colleges

Second Wave - public universities

Third Wave - land-grant university

Fourth Wave - research institutions

Nick Strobel: Community colleges are latest addition to the Second Wave.

Stephanie Droker: Dr. Vega La Serna is from College of the Sequoias in California's central valley

Jennifer Vega La Serna: Thank you Dr. Droker! I am very excited to be here today!

Earl Parsons: One of the core theses of "The Fifth Wave" is that broad accessibility to higher education and excellence in knowledge production are not mutually exclusive but in fact synergistic.

Lisa Robles: Thank you Earl!

Truth Akins-Martin: Wow!

Tahmina Morshed: Unbelievable!

Truth Akins-Martin: Bruins 2016 Urban Education! Center X Alumni!

Earl Parsons: The selective admissions practices at many major universities are in conflict with our need for more baccalaureate earners nationwide to be internationally competitive.

James McGarrah: Fresno City College was founded in 1910, Bakersfield College and handful of other 1913

Sonya Christian: @James yup and Deep Springs in 1917

Truth Akins-Martin: I believe I was accepted based on working in the CA prisons and I said 'there is a problem with young men of color coming from school straight to prison for non vio" bless Center X and the Professors

Earl Parsons: "Academically qualified students are much larger in number than seats we have available for them" - Michael Crow

Nick Strobel: If you have questions for Michael Crow, please put them in the Q&A

Sondra Keckley: That highly selective model has created so much stress and anxiety in high school students. I know, I have a senior in AP and Honors classes who may not have a chance based on the selectiveness. CRAZY!

Earl Parsons: "Universities are not only for the gifted"

Elizabeth Switaj: One thing I have never forgotten from my undergrad orientation (at The Evergreen State College) was the idea that there are two kinds of elite institutions:
those that are elite because they limit who they let in and those that are elite because of how they develop their people.

00:55:15   Stacy Teeters: Such a great point--even students who may have historically struggled academically are "still worthy" of opportunities and an education, should they want to pursue it.

00:56:49   Laura Lara-Brady: Every student is academically qualified- the question should be, how are colleges and universities supporting their academic success.

00:57:15   Earl Parsons: While ASU has increased overall enrollment by 113 percent since 2002, a significant cohort of its students are academically competitive with students from the Ivy League, and UCs despite not having a major medical or agricultural college.

00:58:26   Truth Akins-Martin: Amen!

00:59:23   Stacy Teeters: Wow!

00:59:47   Stephanie Droker: "Not everyone can go to college on schedule."

01:00:07   Abel Guzman: there's also the component of match vs. fit when choosing universities. as educators we have to do a better job of exposing students to the variety of opportunities.

01:00:33   Promise Williams: ASU was the reason I was able to work and complete my BA. All online. Best decision of my life.

01:00:56   Jarek Janio: mastery of the subject!

01:00:58   Richard McCrow: Yes. Who else can we teach? who else can we reach?

01:02:53   Cheryl Aschenbach: The solution is the faculty being empowered...

01:03:27   Jarek Janio: studying vs. doing science ...

01:03:40   Michael Reese: "More and better"

01:04:49   Jarek Janio: research that's socially impactful ... Go Randy!

01:05:46   Earl Parsons: Fifth Wave universities incorporate social impact from the bottom-up

01:07:58   Craig Hayward: Community colleges "should be community research organizations." - Michael Crow

01:08:20   Jarek Janio: How do we solve problems at community level! There are "communities" in community colleges.

01:08:28   Abel Guzman: Big shout out to President Christian for leading Bakersfield College in just this way. Rural HEAL is just one example.

01:11:08   Jennifer Vega La Serna: Yes - community colleges accept the top100% of applicants.

01:11:09   Truth Akins-Martin: I am Ecstatic and grateful to witness this evolutionary time!

01:11:22   Earl Parsons: Love the metaphor of Fifth Wave schools being "Lego-like"
Craig Hayward: "What we need is deeper connections among all colleges and universities" - Dr. Crow

Wendy Smith: Lower our brand?! Them’s fightin’ words, out our way.

Earl Parsons: "Public universities and community colleges should be driven by public goals"

Stephanie Droker: Yes! Bring outcomes into the light!

Larissa Favela: Loving this! Thank you Dr. Crow!

Jarek Janio: Yes! Social, regional, embedded in communities that they serve

Jennifer Johnson: A social hierarchy of elitism is affecting our education system~Dr. Crow

Jarek Janio: don’t manage, roll with it ...

Larissa Favela: ^^^ Yes, love it!

Jennifer Johnson: ^^YES!!

Stacy Teeters: This disruption is needed!

Jarek Janio: We just need projects!

Stephanie Crosby: Having community college institutions that support research as part of the faculty role is crucial to that happening

Norma Rojas-Mora: Yes! Community colleges are incubators...work together for more opportunities...agree to a set of social goals to move forward. Partnerships are key.

Bryant Farnham: Ethics & IRB boards are missing in Community Colleges (sometimes)

Jennifer Johnson: ....projects WITH IR support :-)  

Stephanie Crosby: @Bryant Farnham, I've been fortunate to work at a few with full institutional research departments. It's out there :)  

Jarek Janio: We are driven by accountability, what if we are driven by research?  

Craig Hayward: Bakersfield College has it’s own IRB, too. 8^)

BC Foundation: This discussion is so powerful! Thank you!!! I am so proud to work at the Community College level, and SO PROUD of the work of Bakersfield College! From the vision of President Sonya Christian, to the dedicated faculty, to ALL of the staff that serve roles focused on student success!

Stephanie Crosby: What if we were driven by both?

Larissa Favela: Digitally interactive learning!!!!

Jennifer Johnson: @Craig- thank you and shout out to all you do!
Amy Leonard: Love it!

Michael Reese: Homo Sapiens.net :)

Jennifer Johnson: those fools are in the dust bin and community colleges are still here! ~Dr. Crow. Now who has the last laugh!!

Sonya Christian: lol.... yes community colleges are still here! - michael Crow

Bryant Farnham: The Community College is becoming the research subject for the bigger colleges and the state of California. Discrimination against mental health is rampant.

Michael Reese: https://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/14/opinion/tom-hanks-on-his-two-years-at-chabot-college.html

Jarek Janio: Fantastic conversation!

Adrienne Grey: Bravo!!

Herminia Honda: Thanks Dr. Crow!! Awesome discussion!!

Christie Howell: Great talk!! What a thought provoking conversation!!

Cheryl Scott: Excellent, thank you!

Larissa Favela: Wonderful conversation!

Jennifer Johnson: Thank you Dr. Crow!

Bryant Farnham: Listen to my Grievance. I don't appreciate your looking the other way Chancellors Office!

Bryant Farnham: NAZY Research Camps

Truth Akins-Martin:

Earl Parsons: A common theme throughout many of our sessions is the importance of modularizing learning, whether it's through competency based education, funds of knowledge, or micro-credentialing

David Brown: For those interested to dig deeper in IRB matters in CCs, several years ago the APA put this planning guide together: https://drive.google.com/file/d/16tZl1Zn0yPP-Wvv9pTBljQ7gTNu9_pG/view?usp=sharing

Nick Strobel: fearless, humble and hungry for the future of learning!

Truth Akins-Martin: Yes!

Bryant Farnham: Thank you.

Christina Joy Ryan Rodriguez: Thank you!

Meg Chil-Gevorkyan: Inspiring! Thank you!

Thuy Nguyen: Go Daisy! fearless...humble...hungry
01:29:40 Adrienne Grey: Brava, Dr. Daisy Gonzales!!

01:30:01 Norma Rojas-Mora: Stay fearless, humble and hungry for the future of learning! Thank you for your words Dr. Daisy Gonzales!

01:30:19 Truth Akins-Martin: Thank you!!

01:32:05 ACCJC Alexandra Spring: Thank you for your participation in the Learning Seminar Series! If you would like to receive the ACCJC Connect quarterly updates and information about future ACCJC events and news, please consider subscribing to our email list directly here: https://accjc.org/forms/news-signup/

01:34:33 Sonya Christian: @joel, so happy to see your comment.

01:35:20 Stephanie Droker: @joel - thank you for your attendance and participation!

01:40:23 Earl Parsons: We've been talking throughout the series about recognizing learning that takes places outside of the classroom. Deep Springs College is the epitome of redefining learning outcomes.

01:42:54 Earl Parsons: "The hierarchy between students and faculty is flattened" - Connie Jiang

01:43:11 Truth Akins-Martin: YES!

01:43:15 Nick Strobel: Any questions for Sam + Connie? Please put them in the Q&A

01:43:40 Ranmali Rodrigo: This sounds amazing!

01:45:19 Stephanie Droker: Thank you, ACCJC Commissioner Randy Beach for leading our conversation today!

01:45:30 Truth Akins-Martin: THANK YOU!

01:46:34 Earl Parsons: "How do your actions fall outside the bound of your intention?"

01:49:09 Earl Parsons: Being involved in the administration of the college makes students invested in the community

01:50:06 Charlene Jin: Sam and Connie, you both and individually are yourselves, your thoughtfulness in sharing your educational journey to us today, your capacity for this wonderful self reaction are “proven” metrics for assessment of Deep Spring’s holistic ethos! Thank you for teaching us all.

01:50:31 Charlene Jin: *self-reflection

01:50:44 Earl Parsons: Deep Springs students take accountability for their own education.

01:51:37 Jennifer Achan: All the speakers were insightful and impressive. Thank you for sharing.

01:53:34 Greg Russell: I've spent time at Deep Springs as a visitor of staff; it's a wonderful community that has made me rethink my own approach to education
Stephanie Droker: @Greg - thank you! This is why peer review is so important, we learn so much from our different types of institutions and how academic quality is achieved with different missions.

Gohar Momjian: I feel so lucky to have Deep Springs in my portfolio -- challenging all of us on how the accreditation standards are reviewed in the context of a college's mission!

Michael Reese: “Common enterprise”: How can we reframe the role of faculty to be one of mentor and coach rather than judge and gatekeeper? If faculty and students are on the same side, would this not be a more efficient and effective model for learning?

Earl Parsons: "Part of being at Deep Springs... is being critically enthralled with the project" - Connie Jiang

Deep Springs College has the kind of institutional conversations that we do through our shared governance systems, except their students are involved in every aspect of the decision-making.

Linda Collins: Appreciate the thoughtful and candid reflections from each of you. Thank you.

Larissa Favela: This was so insightful and inspiring. Thank you both for sharing your experience and perspective!

Sonya Christian: I believe that a voice can change something - connie jiang

Daisy Gonzales: Yes it can! Amazing work Sam and Connie!

Stacy Teeters: So powerful and insightful. Thank you, @Sam and @Connie!

Charlene Jin: were you both intellectually curious high school students?

Jennifer Johnson: I appreciate the thoughtful, insightful, candid conversation. Thank you Sam and Connie!

Charlene Jin: ...perhaps more interested in philosophical ideas and how one contributes to larger society?

Jennifer Achan: Also a special thanks to Dr. Sonya Christian selecting and directing the change in education, BC is fortunate to have a forward thinking leader!

Gohar Momjian: Thank you Sam and Connie for sharing your candid thoughts! You are amazing pioneers of your own education.

Tahmina Morshed: This is amazing experience I am sure for almost all of us!

Sonya Christian: Sam & Connie - wow! wow!wow!

ACCJC Alexandra Spring: Recordings of the Learning Seminar Series are being uploaded and will all be available on the ACCJC webpage soon: https://accjc.org/learning-seminar-series/
Please also keep an eye on the ACCJC webinar series website! Past webinar recordings are available and the Spring webinar series will be announced soon: https://accjc.org/webinar/

02:15:36 Norma Rojas-Mora: What an impactful and meaningful series! Thank you Dr. Sonya Christian for leading the conversation and engaging key partners

02:15:44 Billie Jo Rice: Thank you to Dr. Christian and Dr. Droker for the opportunity to experience this incredible series focusing on learning. I can't wait to read all of the books that I ordered authored by the amazing speakers. Student speakers was a great finale.

02:15:52 Jessica Wojtysiak: Another thought-provoking conversation. Thank you Jennifer, Sam and Connie! And a BIG Thank you Sonya, Stephanie, and ACCJC for a fantastic series!

02:16:04 Earl Parsons: Thank you so much to everyone watching joining us over the last four days.

02:16:08 Truth Akins-Martin: THANK YOU FOR AUTHENTIC SHARING!

02:16:21 Craig Hayward: Wonderful sessions today!

02:16:22 Michael Reese: ACCJC and BC, you are awesome! Thank you and thanks to all the speakers for such a wonderful series.

02:16:34 Stacy Teeters: Thank you all for organizing this great series!

02:16:36 Jarek Janio: A lot of fantastic work is going on for the benefit of our students. Thank you for acknowledging it

02:16:42 Craig Hayward: <applause>

02:16:44 Minerva Flores: These sessions have been wonderful and very much needed

02:16:47 Abel Guzman: This was an awesome series. Thank you Dr. Christian, Dr. Droker, and everyone involved in facilitating these sessions.

02:16:50 ACCJC Alexandra Spring: ACCJC will be hosting the 2021 Partners in Excellence Virtual Symposium April 20th – 22nd, 2021. Registration will be free of cost. We hope you can join us for this event! The announcement of the program is coming soon: https://accjc.org/event/partners-in-excellence-equity-quality-and-innovation-through-action/

Thank you for your participation in the Learning Seminar Series! If you would like to receive the ACCJC Connect quarterly updates and information about future ACCJC events and news, please consider subscribing to our email list directly here: https://accjc.org/forms/news-signup/

02:16:57 Jennifer Johnson: Thank you for organizing this seminar series!

02:16:59 Cheryl Scott: Thank you to everyone involved!
Sondra Keckley: These 4 days have been wonderful! Glad I attended!!

Jennifer Vega La Serna: Sam and Connie will get great recognition from their peers - I think the entire Deep Springs student body is watching. Thank you!

Thuy Nguyen: Thank you so much, Drs. Droker and Christian for expanding our thinking!

Linda Collins: Thank you to the Commission, Bakersfield College, the CCCC0 and all the panelists for this series and engagement.

Teresa McAllister: Thank you, Sonya, our visionary leader, for these wonderful thought conversations. We are building a better BC! Thank you to Dr. Droker, too!

Jennifer Johnson: Billie Jo, rich McCrow and Nickyes! I am one of the luckiest faculty in the state to work at BC under the leadership of Dr Sonya Christian. #We are...BC

Jennifer Achan: We are BC!!!! Thanks Sonya!!!!

Erin O'Reilly: Amazing seminar! Thank you.

Nicole Avina: Amazing series!

Herminia Honda: Amazing series, thank you!!

Trudy Gerald: Excellent series! Thank you

James McGarrah: Thank you for the coordination of such an enlightening series. Thank you!

Tahmina Morshed: Thank you President Sonya Christian and Dr. Droker! This was an amazing experience! Great sessions in the learning series!

Jennifer Vega La Serna: Fabulous four seminars! Thank you Dr. Droker and Dr. Christian, the ACCJC staff and CCCC0 staff. Thank you for allowing me to be part of this great event!

Jennifer Johnson: the future of learning is all about equity! socially constructed. learner centered with a positive impact on the community. ~Dr Sonya Christian

Robin Kilrain: Wonderful series. All speakers were so articulate and interesting. Bravo all!

Stephanie Droker: Make sure you follow us on twitter @accjc_wasc and check out our website accjc.org